Student Senate Meeting Agenda
May 8th, 2018 – David E Johnson Boardroom

I.
II.
III.
IV.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of the minutes
A. Approved.
Special Order
A. Ezra Plemons and Kurtis Gibson - St. Olaf IT
1. Gibson: We have a link to get feedback from students
- we would love to have some feedback from you.
2. Plemons: I work in DISCO, which is part of IT, but
we are here as representatives of IT.
3. Gibson: We will give an overview of IT, and talk
about resources available. We’ll also give some DISCO updates and talk
about summer projects for IT. We’ll talk about the state of the wifi, and talk
about the future and current plans. IT is responsible for just about anything
that plugs into an outlet and has some circuitry. We have 28 full-time staff
and roughly 80 student workers. Our offices are found in the DISCO and
Cave on the fourth floor of the library. We have roughly 2500 campus
computers. We provide support for students, faculty and staff. The help desk
averages 300 tickets a month, which spikes in September when everyone gets
here. We have a lot of resources online; many things are self-guided. Anyone
that’s a senior should start thinking about the leaving St Olaf document that’s how to transfer your email, etc. Your account will expire. We’ve been
working on printing - has it become less of a pain in the last year?
4. Plemons: There’s updates with Google especially with
lab computers, to make accessing files a lot easier. We’re beholden to
Google. You should be aware of Google file drivestream - it’s a software that

you can search for and it lets you log in with your St Olaf credentials and
then your Google drive will appear.
5. Gibson: There was a push from students regarding
the two-step authentication; increases account security. Carleton has required
this for all students. We’re looking into it because it increases your account
protection and makes it virtually impossible to break in.
6. Plemons: DISCO is the Digital Scholarship Center;
we just got a new logo to align with the new brand. We just turned two!
We’ve made some studio changes and added VR; Tuesday afternoons we
have open VR time. We just did a teaching technology showcase. We have
drones we can use with research. One large change is the Digital Humanities
on the Hill Grant which has expired; we’re looking for other partnerships
around campus, like classes doing research in DISCO. We just introduced
the CAVE, we’re working hard to improve equipment checkout and took
away the Hollywood room. With RML 577 we took away the classroom and
opened the room - we tried to adjust to all types of student study spaces on
the 5th floor. The CAVE is in partnership with the Piper Center; meant for
more hands on activity - it’s a community space for creativity and innovation;
open to all and we will hopefully be able to offer a way to teach workshops
and offer that students. It’s on the 4th floor; this space is not necessarily
geared for academics, more of a creative space and will be open full time in
the fall.
7. Gibson: Some of our aims in the summer are to push
for classroom recordings-improve capture for recordings of lecture, getting
rid of SD for campus tv to HD(60SD to 30HD) - this will primarily impact
resident halls and the gym and is based on student feedback. For wifi we’re
focusing on three aspects: we will change the coverage of Ytterboe because
right now you can get good wifi in the common room but not anywhere else,
we’ll try to improve it because right now some APs don’t go through the
walls between rooms. We’re figuring out where we should put this. We will
have ceiling APs and fix wiring in Mohn. This will start to be fixed during the
summer through the fall. For honor houses we’re working on upgrading fiber
work and switches. Rand is updated and access points have doubled. We’re
still working to increase that. Regarding the All About Olaf app - it’s a quick
and easy wireless problem reporting place; we need feedback and help for
places with both good and bad wifi, so as to to guarantee wifi satisfaction. So
please report bad wifi so I can fix it. This will be presented to first years as
well to survey wifi connection on campus. The IT Helpdesk for any
problems or questions regarding technology or wifi on campus, we want to
provide.

8. Casey: Do you know if there is a way to get better wifi
at on devices?
9. Gibson: Some are easier to support than others; we’re
happy to see if it’s the device or Eduroam that is not working.
10. Mazen: what would happen to team drives when we
graduate? What happens to home drives?
11. Gibson: If you leave it is simply disabled, but not
deleted. If you share it with someone else they can’t see it unless there’s
another owner. Home directories for those that don’t know - the usage is
low, so we are trying to get rid of them. It’s kind of like a Google drive to
store your files, except Google does a way better job of that. We’re trying to
transfer everything right now - so it can move it all over to your drive so you
can have access to it, while it still disables your access to those drives (but
you still have them).
12. Al-Haddad: Question about makerspace-are the 3D
printing printers there; sufficient budget to maintain its use?
13. Plemons: Respecting space and equipment is
something that will be enforced. We have two 3D printers, one works better
than the other-we swap them. If the budget allows, we’d like to have
three-hopefully will go through Piper Center; ideally all remains free due to
donors.
14. Plemons: What’s the best way to communicate to
students and get feedback? Is there a best way?
15. Mazen: Tabling is efficient and approachable.
B. SGA Budget 2018-2019 - Sarah Freyermuth
1. Bergeland: These presentations are about next year;
they will not be voted on this year.
2. Freyermuth: None of is finalized until fall with the
final allocation, which will either will stay the same or be decreased due to
SRAP. The buffer fund and capital improvements will stay the same. Security
will be increased due to an increase in security costs. Collegiate readership
decreased and saved $8000, so only $10,000 will be used and newspapers will
be going through only the New York Times. Stipends will be decreased $450.
EMTS were previously funded by administration, but we’re not sure why;
they were under VN for the past year which put a strain on them. They will
be given $7000 because EMTs pay money to become EMTs but don't get
paid. We will speak to administration about reimbursements. Senate
initiatives increased from $1500 to $4000; they will allocate that money
amongst themselves. The Board of Student Media increased by $2000 and
most of that will go to the Mess. Admin increased $1700 due to love bus
which will add a stop at Aldi and the Movie theater. SAC increased by 3%

and got an extra $700. PAC, ADC, BORSC are staying the same. VN stayed
the same but with EMTs out, they gained technically. The Pause increased by
$1000. DISC $2500 went to DISC because of orgs leaving SOC for DISC
and SOC was given $1500, but it makes up because most of the orgs have
left. This is not in its final form, it will be revisited in the fall.
3. Mazen: What is the total budget allocation?
4. Freyermuth: $470,000.
5. Casey: Is love bus paying for money to go there with
Carleton?
6. Nwigwe: We’re looking into possible discounts for
students from the movie theater and splitting the cost between SGA, res life,
and Carleton; I do not expect love bus to be $1700.
7. Ahsan: Are there any predictions for it the SGA
budget is lower, where would that money be cut from?
8. Freyermuth: I’ll wait for Abbie to come back to make
those decisions. I can’t give you an idea right now.
9. Mazen: Why is the administration not supporting the
EMTs anymore?
10. Nwigwe: We felt that the EMTs provide a service to
SGA. They were under VN, but we wanted to ensure their funding so we
made them a pre-budget line item because it’s important that they’re
well-funded. The administration covers some hidden costs with Northfield
hospital that res life pays for.
C. Board of Student Media Presentations
1. The Quarry
a) Ander Mattson: I’ll hand out copies of
the Quarry so you can see it! I’m going to be the executive editor
next year. The Quarry is a literature and fine arts magazine. It’s a
platform for students to share creative projects with the campus
community. We publish video and new media on our website and
Facebook. This offers editors experience in the field of editing. In the
2018-19 year we are planning on having a show again when the book
is launched. I’m interested in moving from constant events that have
a low turnout to reach for fewer events with a larger turnout. We
could work on having bigger more collaborative events maybe with
the fine arts collaboration house, KSTO, Wendell Berry house, etc.
Our projected budget is the same as last year and includes printing
costs for 475 books ($3000). The website is important so that
students who want to go to grad school can include the link in their
application. This budget also includes marketing, events and stipends.
2. The Manitou Messenger

a) Mattson: Myself and Avery Ellfeldt
will be the editors of the Messenger next year and Sydney is our
budget manager. She will do the presentation but I’m here if you
have questions.
b) Sydney Wagner: $18,533 is our budget
for next year. Our projected revenue is $21.973, and this includes
subscriptions, print advertising, online advertising, and the BSM
allocation. These numbers are conservative for advertising - I think
we will be able to work to get those numbers higher. We’re thinking
about adding ads online. Printing costs $8,300 which covers 21
issues. We have a special issue produced during week 1 for first-years.
Stipends make up 55.4% of our revenue. This is because all of the
things that we want to work toward for developing the Mess requires
people power. We want to invest in the future of the Mess so we’re
investing in the people that will be doing the work. We want to
attract more readership to the Mess. We’re asking for a $2,000
increase which will go to stipends and mess staff development, which
total to $1,600 and then the extra money will go to . we will be
printing one less week and printing one less page per newspaper.
There was a lot of negligence with the previous business managers.
This year we made big sacrifices to resolve the Mess’s debt. We cut
our stipends 60% first semester and 15% second semester. Emma
raised $3,000 over the summer from alumni donations. Some things I
want to look into next year are a snapchat partnership. Snapchat
added a partnership with college newspapers on the discover page.
They have geo-specific newspapers - so people in Northfield could
receive a copy of the Mess on their Snapchat. One of the big pluses
of this is Snapchat gives 50% of the ads that they earn from this. We
have two contacts at Snapchat so far. This is part of what the digital
media budget will go to - obviously the Snapchat format is different
than print so we need the equipment to fit their style. Many of the
ads for local businesses are ugly and hard to read. There are people
on the Mess who are good at design and we can charge businesses a
one-time fee to design an ad for them. We’re also planning on
offering discounts for businesses that advertise in every article for a
semester. I’ve created a Linkedin group to connect with alumni there’s an alum that works at the New York Times and several that
work at the Star Tribune. We want to tap into them as mentors - I
know they would love to help us. Moving away from print would be
great but we can’t do that until we have our footing with this new
digital age. Many of our subscriptions come from older alumni, so

these people probably wouldn’t get the online version. There’s
something sentimental about getting the paper version. So Avery and
Anders are working towards preparing our staff and putting in extra
hours to ultimately better the paper. One example is the series on
faculty sexual assault - these get a lot of readership. If we can
guarantee that an edition is going to sell out, that’s a big sell for the
advertisers.
c) Mattson: Avery and I are planning to
do a timeline for the Mess probably over 4 years to transition to
online - this mostly includes training. We’re moving more towards
doing investigative journalism- those articles take around a year of
work. We do a lot of work and this is why we ask for stipends.
d) Khaleel: We were told that it will take
3-4 years for the Mess to move online last year too. How will there
be communication to ensure that this will happen?
e) Mattson: Avery and I plan to come up
with a timeline that’s locked in stone about when we’ll be done with
print. That can be shared with SGA by this time next year.
f) Wagner: They came in with a deficit
of $4000 last year. It’s hard when you’re strapped to come up with a
whole new business model. So now that we’re debt free we can focus
on this.
g) Nwigwe: I think the budget should be
brought to Senate. The only reason you’re at 0 right now is because
you took the cut in stipends. If you increase those stipends next year,
you’re going to see significantly higher costs. Although these are
fantastic ideas, things like Snapchat only work in places with big
numbers. The Linkedin group would probably be your best bet for
investing in the paper.
h) Wagner: The budget won’t be at a
deficit if we don’t get a big donation. We have an extra $150.
i) Mattson: I don’t know that we can
have a timeline by next fall. We’re starting to transition and I need to
know what that will look like before I can give a plan for 2022.
3. KSTO
a) Harry Edstrom: KSTO has had a
great year. On average our weekly listening has tripled since last year,
our programming has increased by 150%, and we’ve had more going
on than we have since 2013. TV and phone bill is just phone now, so
it’s down to $300 for the two phones in the studio. The extra $300 is
going to promotional materials - t-shirts and stickers etc. Printing

expenses will stay the same - that was successful this year. We printed
DJ’s posters for their shows. Concerts and events are staying about
the same. We had two events this year and we aren’t the kind of
organization that needs to be throwing a lot of events. We
collaborated with MEC and PAC on some events and collaborated
with the astronomy club on one. We’re decreasing the allocation for
studio improvements. We basically renovated our studio this year.
We have a lot of new equipment and had some sound proofing done.
We’re not doing stipends because it doesn’t make sense for the
amount of work the team does as a whole - it’s pretty manageable.
We brought on five new staff members that are current first-years
and sophomores so the station will be left in good hands next year.
D. EMTs Presentation
1. Madeleine Wagner Sherer: I’m the outgoing president
of the St Olaf EMTs. We are currently 32 members who provide care for the
campus. We are on call always. We serve 12-24 shifts and are in full uniform
with a bag and radio . We’re all volunteers and all paid for our certification.
Most people will contribute 500-1000 hours total in their time on the team.
Our current budget is $1800 for medical supplies. Uniforms are rented, but
they’re old so we need new ones. We want to develop a way to make it more
affordable and available for more members of the college to participate in
our service. It costs $1000-2000 to pay for the class so we want to work on
scholarships so everyone can do it. We’re working with financial aid to figure
out how that system would be developed.
2. Charlee Skare: We can go into the topic areas so feel
free to ask questions.
3. Mazen: Can you explain more about the cost you pay
for certification?
4. Wagner Sherer: My class was 2 months.
5. Skare: Many of our members take courses through
Northfield EMS. It’s a primary course first semester and then EMT
completion in the spring semester and then you take your EMS test. It’s
about $1500 for both of those courses.
6. Wagner Sherer: That’s not included in tuition.
They’ve been working to approve that for St Olaf tuition. This could help
students to do a cheaper course or a course over the summer. When I went
to Greg Kneser asking about why we were removed from the administrative
budget, he said that someone else did his budget and removed us.
7. Skare: We had a huge cost with radios and next year
uniforms will be a big replacement cost.

8. Mazen: You pay for the certification out of your own
pocket? This is classist. We should allocate more for this.
9. Skare: On average we get 10-12 new members a year.
We don’t know if this number will go up if there is more availability for these
courses. We all paid out of pocket. You can take out a loan for this, but that
can be difficult.
10. Wagner Sherer: Before this our budget was $2,000
and just went to medical supplies so having this pre-budget line item allows
us to open this up to more people. This allows a lot of people to do this.
11. Ben Quiram: The uniform cost that we have on the
screen will be higher this year than in the future - this is the year we’re
replacing them and then in the future that number can go down and then the
scholarship funds can go up, pending details that we’ll provide next fall.
12. Wagner Sherer: We’re trying to become individual of
the college - we get paid $15/hour per EMT to work Pause dances.
13. Skare: We’re trying to get our services more
well-known so orgs like sports can hire us to be there.
14. Smithson: Is it common for people to come to St
Olaf having completed these certification classes or have more people
completed them here?
15. Skare: You need to be 18 so only three of our
members have come to St Olaf with it already, but many get it after. I came
to St Olaf because of this club.
16. Brunclik: Thanks for the help at Pause dances. Have
you thought about asking alumni to donate to a scholarship fund?
17. Skare: We’ve been disconnected from past St Olaf
EMT exec boards. Our secretary person is trying to reach back and connect
to alumni.
18. Mazen: I want to talk about how the scholarship line
item is only $2,300 and it’s classist.
19. Wagner Sherer: I agree we’re trying to make it as
accessible as possible. I agree that this number should be increased.
20. Khaleel: This was brought to light because we were
discussing having St Olaf EMTs as a pre-budget line item because they have
been so underfunded. It's not that the scholarship didn’t exist there’s other
areas we need to look at. The idea is to have a long-term discussion with the
EMTs. It’s concerning to all of us too - it’s a matter of where do we get the
money with.
21. Wagner Sherer: We’ve been working with financial aid
to figure out how we could offer this since we can’t have access to any other
student’s information. But financial aid is happy to continue working with us.

V.

VI.

22. Nwigwe: We have faith that this number is going to
go up, it’s just that we only became aware of the need for this scholarship
three days ago.
23. Skare: My goal is to have this ready to roll out next
spring for people who want to take a course over the summer or over the
2019-20 school year. I’m willing to do whatever is needed to give you a
timeline or whatever your need. Another benefit of it being in the spring is
we will know how our figures will move as the school year goes on and if we
have extra money we can put it there
24. Shema: Is there any way the classes could be available
at St Olaf? If not, is there any way it would be easier to do it alongside your
own classes.
25. Skare: It’s 2-3 times a week for 4 hours. That’s not
including outside studying because you need to study for that class. We’ll
keep trying but putting credits for that amount of time doesn’t match.
26. Wagner Sherer: You need a lot of space to have the
class and it would be hard to have mass casualty incident training. There’s a
lot of people who attend the classes in Northfield who aren’t St Olaf
students.
27. Skare: I used Van-go and you can coordinate with
different locations in your hometown or whatever.
28. Shema: On average how much money needed and
how much time?
29. Skare: I paid $1500 and I would guess low end would
be around 800 hours of training.
Student Comments Section
A. Apoorva Handigol: I’m a junior SOAN major at Carleton. I’m the CSA president for
next year I’ve been serving since March. I came to see how your Senate works. I’m
excited to work with your student government. I’m also a Carls Talk Back cofounder
and I’m excited to work with the Collective. Feel free to reach out.
Reports and Announcements
A. Brunclik: ADC is working on getting ready for Stochella.
B. Khaleel: Stochella is this Friday 4-1 am. Dinner will be 4-6:30 pm outside. Please let
your friends know. If it does rain it will be inside but still just 4-6:30 pm. In exec
we’ve been working on figuring out training and budgets for next year.
C. Nwigwe: We’re finalizing the contract for next year’s NYT paper agreement. We’re
talking to payroll to see if we could move some of the people in the Mess’s stipends
to the OSA budget so they could earn student work award money while working for
the Mess and then move that allocation to EMTs.
D. Ahsan: On the 25th of April, SOC recognized figure skating club and German honor
society. We funded College Democrats and INBLACK. On May 2nd we had a grant

opportunity for student orgs. One grant went to the debate team for the MN Urban
Debate Leagues and one went to Campus U. We funded OUTS for a canoe trip and
Project Respiration. We funded the Catholic Student Association for a conference.
The Donate-a-Meal sign up period ended so if you signed up you have one less meal
this week. 1655 was total number of entries. That number might go down a bit after
Bon Appetit counts but it’s still breaking the record set in the fall.
E. May: Stochella is this Friday. And Greater Than is doing mental health week this
week.
VII.
Wake: Stochella!
VIII. Laird: We’re going to discuss an email sent out to faculty on how they can improve
the lives of students in their classes.
IX. Shema: Ellingson, Mohn, Kildahl, and Thorson have their carnival coming up and
the bidormal formal with Kildahl is Saturday.
X.
Burt: We’re having a bidormal formal!
XI. Buaben: We’re having a carnival on Sunday.
XII.
Aehl: There’s a greenhouse gala on Saturday at the greenhouse. Tickets are on sale
this week.
XIII. Grossman: We had a grill out on the lawn.
XIV.
Zielske: We’re appointing a new GE task force of the 20-18-19 school year so we
will need 2 students on the task force as well as one student over the summer. If you or
anyone you know is interested, talk to me.
XV.
Rajan: Greater Than is having mental health awareness week.
XVI.
Karsell: Hoyme is winding down. We did well with spending so we have a lot to
spend on food and hall improvements at the end of the year.
XVII. M. Johnson: Read and I did food collection and we’re still waiting to get the numbers
back from Bon App about what they collected. We counted 210 lbs of food was and 10
gallons of liquid waste.
XVIII.
P. Johnson: We’re working on Stochella food trucks!
XIX.
Smithson: The Special Olympics bags tournament was a success. SAAB is hosting a
Special Olympics basketball tournament this Saturday. We’re reviewing the SAAB liaison
position.
XX. Casey: 25% of the senior class has participated in time capsule. It will be locked up
next week.
XXI.
Boldt: Rand is grilling out next week.
XXII. Hodge: There’s Greater Than stuff this week.
XXIII.
Weaver: SAC had an OUTS collaboration, CarNAFal, and something else on
Sunday. Stochella is coming up this week.
XXIV. Anderson: MEC has three things on Friday: a DJ booth with DJs performing stuff
by the food trucks, Teeny Desk (like NPR’s tiny desk series) with a million performers there.
It will be 3:30-9:45 pm, outside of the giant windows of Stav. We also have a big screen that
we will play iconic music videos and band movies on and that will be in Crossroads. We’re

going to have a lemonade hour. Also we’re having a “try and beat Shazam” event and we
have nice baseball caps too!
XXV.
Zaghdoudi: The regents were here last week for their third meeting of the year. We
presented on the GE revision. Faculty governance committee presented on SRAP.
XXVI. Palermo: Thorson is finalizing our last events of the year.
XXVII.
Proxy Syal: Kildahl, Thorson, Ellingson, and Mohn will have the carnival Saturday.
Senator Syal is holding interviews for the It’s On Us exec team.
XXVIII. Al-Haddad: The school has been working on getting a director for international
students.
XXIX. Mazen: The Pause is closing next week on Tuesday at 7pm.
XXX.
Bergeland: Tomorrow during chapel time and Thursday community time come to
the OSA to pick up your Senate t-shirts. Next Tuesday is the last Senate meeting and the
Senate banquet. We will have no new business. Subcommittees will do their final reports.
Please be prepared to present. We will also discuss the working group report. Also
remember to fill out the Senator of the Year award by tomorrow at midnight.
XXXI. Consent Agenda
A. Greater Than Bylaws Change - Sen. Peder Johnson
1. Proposal passes.
XXXII.
Old Business
XXXIII. New Business
A. Senate Initiatives Bylaws Change - Sen. Nwigwe
1. Nwigwe: There is nothing to be changed or added
here. Everything has already been said by Sarah or the EMTS; this is just the
paperwork that needs to be done. If this is tabled it will go through bylaws
and they will make any grammatical changes.
2. Proposal is tabled.
B. EMTs Bylaws Change - Sen. Nwigwe
1. Proposal is tabled.
C. Collegiate Readership Change - Sen. Nwigwe
1. Nwigwe: We changed the name. We will have 75 New
York Times papers in Buntrock every day.
2. Boldt: Since the cost is fixed at $10,000 - if the price
goes up, will the number of papers go up?
3. Nwigwe: This is just for this year. The cost will likely
be less. Mac can change it next year if he wants.
4. Proposal is tabled.
D. Capital Improvements Bylaws Change (with presentation) - Sen. Palermo
1. Palermo: We’ve been meeting with the people we
need to to figure out the feasibility of these projects and the costs. We bring
this to you so that you can update it.

XXXIV.

2. Zaghdoudi: Club sports doesn’t have anywhere to
store their stuff. Last year, capital improvements bought a storage unit, but
didn’t buy shelves, so we’re buying shelves.
3. Ahsan: We also got outdoor seating because that’s
what people said they wanted when we were tabling. We’re planning to place
them in the area with the chalkboard by the library. There’s nothing over
there and we won't’ have to pave some other area.
4. Grossman: We’re planning to get more mobile
whiteboards for Regents or Rolvaag.
5. Nwigwe: The EMT club changed from analog to
digital radios. VN funded them of the first round of radios. It’s possible for
them to tap into capital improvements now so they can get them.
6. Palermo: Total cost of these projects is $7,812. At the
beginning of the year we were allocated $10,500. But the two sustainable
waste units that were passed through Senate last year we didn’t buy because
they don’t pick up compost in Regents. So we had $14,500 in capital
improvements’ budget. The extra money will carry over to next year.
7. Smithson: Is that the permanent location for the
outdoor seating?
8. Ahsan: Yes.
9. Mazen: Where is the club sport storage? Like for the
shelving units.
10. Ahsan: SOC heard in October that there was a
storage unit. We found it when they started doing construction near Skog.
It’s down there - it’s like a shipping container. It’s 19’4’x7’6x7’6. We found
out Chris Rotty had the keys and now Judy Tegtmeyer has the keys. It will be
managed through them.
11. Proposal is tabled.
E. Faculty Governance Committee Bylaws Change - Sen. Khaleel
1. Khaleel: This is to add that faculty committee
senators, the positions of Senator Laird and Senator Zielske will be selecting
a student for the assessment committee.
2. Zielske: This committee used to be a part of the
curriculum committee but now they’re a standalone committee, so they want
to student representative. Their purpose is to assess our assessment structure
here.
3. Hodge: I think it’s great to have another mind and a
student on this committee.
4. Proposal is tabled.
Hill Hype

XXXV.

XXXVI.

A. Brunclik: Stomazing Race is happening. There will be prize packages with things like
gift cards to restaurants, a movie projector, hammocks, speakers, yard games, a
polaroid camera, etc.
B. Khaleel: Stochella is happening this Friday.
C. Nwigwe: There will be kettle corn at Stochella.
D. Ahsan: The food trucks will be just North of Boe. VN, SOC, and BORSC will be
handing out vouchers for free food at their booths
E. Aehl: MIAC championships for track for men and women at Carleton.
F. Grossman: I will be drawing caricatures for Stochella.
G. Zielske: Student congregation has an ice cream social tomorrow. We will be making
health kits for Lutheran World Relief at that as well. Senator McQuaig is speaking in
chapel on Thursday.
H. Rajan: Come write letters to our family tomorrow. We’ll have letters and stamps, etc.
We’ll be at Stochella too!
I. Karsell: The Northfield Experience was last weekend.
J. M. Johnson: EC is doing a greenhouse gala on regents fourth floor roof. Money
raised will go to Cannon River Watershed Partnership.
K. Weaver: SAC is doing pet rocks tomorrow.
L. Anderson: Greenhouse gala will be magical! At 5:30 during Stochella me, Rita
Thorsen, and James Wheeler will be laying down jams, bops, slaps, etc. Eat dinner
during the 5:30-6 time.
M. Al-Haddad: The 27th is graduation!
N. Mazen: Pause is having bouncy houses at Stochella.
O. McQuaig: Not only should you come to chapel on Thursday, but you should also
come to the Pause Friday night 11-12.
P. Bergeland: Please table this Thursday the 10th! We need people to let people know
about the constitutional changes because there’s a lot of people who are confused by
them. You can give them the background and talk about what was discussed in this
body. Senate is doing snow cones - please sign up for a 30 minute shift. Shoutout to
Jauza for organizing this big event!
Senator of the Week
A. Senator Mazen to _________?
1. Senators M. Johnson and Karsell!
Adjournment

